Deborah Acosta

Deborah is new to Promise Academy. She teaches art to all grades. She also teaches science to the 3rd, 4th, and 5th graders.

Christian Alexander

Nycci is part of the Extended Care Team at Promise, and this is her second year.
KATE AURINGER
This is Kate's 3rd year at Promise Academy. Kate teaches music to all grades, and is also the T.A. in the 1st grade.

MITZIE AVERA
This is Mitzie's 2nd year serving as our Development Director.

LAURA BARRIOS
Laura is our Kindergarten T.A., and this is her first year at Promise.
This is Jessica's 4th year at Promise, and she teaches our 4th graders.

This is Michelle's first year at Promise Academy, and she teaches the 2nd graders.

David is part of our Extended Care Team, and this is his 2nd school year at Promise.
Sarah had the vision for Promise Academy and is our Head of School. She's been here since the beginning!

Dennis Brown

Dennis is the Facility's Manager. This is Dennis' 2nd year at Promise Academy.

Katy Davis

Katy is Promise's Development & Operations Support, and this is her 3rd year at Promise.
ESSICA BERRY
Rebeca is Promise's Bilingual, Front Desk Administrator, and she has been at Promise for 5 years.

MERRITT IS OUR 1ST GRADE TEACHER, AND SHE HAS BEEN AT PROMISE FOR 4 YEARS.

RAY DAVIS
Ray is Promise's Dean of Students, and this is his 3rd year at Promise.

REBECA FARINA
Rebeca is Promise's Bilingual, Front Desk Administrator, and she has been at Promise for 5 years.

RAY DAVIS
Ray is Promise's Dean of Students, and this is his 3rd year at Promise.

MERRITT GLANTON
Merritt is our 1st Grade Teacher, and she has been at Promise for 4 years.
Diana is our Reading Tutor, and she has been at Promise since the beginning!

Maria is Promise's Cleaning Technician and this is her 2nd year at Promise.

Tatiana is our Extended Care & Front Desk Administrator. This is Tatiana's 2nd school year at Promise.

Maria is Promise's Cleaning Technician and this is her 2nd year at Promise.

Diana is our Reading Tutor, and she has been at Promise since the beginning!

Tatiana is our Extended Care & Front Desk Administrator. This is Tatiana's 2nd school year at Promise.
SYLVIA MARSHALL

Sylvia is our Kindergarten Teacher, and this is her 4th year at Promise.

ALEX MCLEAN

Alex is our 3rd Grade Teacher, Extended Care Director, and this is his 2nd year at Promise.

FRANCELIA MUNOZ

Francelia is Promise's Cleaning Technician, and this is her 1st year at Promise.
Evelyn is our 5th Grade teacher, and this is her 3rd year at Promise.

Hugo is our Spanish, and P.E. teacher, and he does our videos for media as well. This is Hugo's 2nd year at Promise.

LaMarc is Promise's School Manager, and this is his 5th year at Promise.